
Year 7
Overview

Chemistry Title Hours NC link

Reversible and irreversible 

changes 1 2.1a. 2.2b. 3.2c.

Acids and metals 1 2.1a, b, c. 3.2c.

Acid and Carbonates 1 2.1a, b, c. 3.2c.

Antacids 2

Burning 1 2.1b. 2.3a. 3.2c.

Complete and Incomplete 

combustion 1 3.2b

Revision 1

Assessment 1

Total 9
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Big Question

What is the difference between a reversible 

and irreversible reaction?

What happens when an acid and a metal are mixed?

What happens when an acid is mixed with a 

metal carbonate?

How can we decide which antacid works best?

What is needed for a substance to burn?

What is the difference between complete 

combustion and incomplete combustion?



Keywords

Lesson Outcomes Experiment

All: To be able to name a reversible and an irreversible reaction                                          

Most: To describe what happens in a reversible reaction and 

what happens in an irreversible reaction                                                                                                                                         

Some: To explain the changes in a reversible reaction and an 

irreversible reaction 

Melting ice and an 

irreversibe example

All: To safely complete the experiment mixing acid and metal.                                                        

Most: To observe what happens during a reaction between acid 

and metal                             Some: To write a word equation for 

the reaction between an acid and a metal.

Metal and acid 

reactions.  Collect the 

Hydrogen and do pop 

test with a lit splint 

(demo?)

All: To safely complete the experiment mixing acid and a metal 

carbonate                                                      Most: To observe what 

happens during a reaction between acid and metal carbonate                         

Some: To write a word equation for the reaction between an 

acid and a metal carbonate

Bath bombs and test 

for CO2 (lime water)

All:To safely complete the acid and antacid experiment                                                            

Most: To plan an experiment to show how antacids work inside 

the stomach                                                      Some: To plan and 

complete the experiment to show which is the best antacid and 

explain the results produced.

Planning and carrying 

out practical for 

antacids

All: To know the three parts of the fire triangle.                                                                              

Most: To explain how to put out fires by removing one part of 

the fire triangle                          Some: To write a word equation 

to represent combustion Burning candleAll: To observe the difference between complete and 

incomplete combustion (video)              Most: To describe the 

difference between complete and incomplete combustion.  To 

explain the dangers of incomplete combustion.                                                                                         

Some: To be able to write word equations to represent 

complete and incomplete combustion reactions Demonstration/video



Differentiation

Special needs. Give pupils cards stating some physical and chemical changes. These could 

be the changes they have seen during the lesson. Ask pupils to sort them into two groups 

and then stick them into their books.Extension. Slowly pour a super-saturated solution of 

sodium ethanoate onto a sodium acetate seed crystal. A ‘stalagmite’ of sodium acetate 

will crystallise out. Challenge pupils to explain this physical change. (Safety: sodium 

ethanoate is harmful if large quantities are swallowed. Wear eye protection.) You could 

also get your pupils to try to change the colour of flowers by leaving them in water which 

has been dyed.

Special needs. Some pupils may need extra guidance with the ‘Diminishing words’ 

plenary. They could use five sentences provided to them and try summarising into one 

sentence. Some may not successfully catch enough hydrogen in order for the test to work. 

However, the demonstration at the end should cover this aspect. Extension. Ask pupils to 

write word equations for the reactions. Support for this is available in the pupil book.

Special needs. Some pupils may struggle to understand that the limewater ‘bubbles’ 

because of the carbon dioxide passing through it and not because it is reacting.Extension. 

Ask pupils to write word equations for the reactions. Support for this is available in the 

pupil book.

Practical Assessment

 Special needs. Ask pupils to match the safety rules in a laboratory with the reasons for 

the rule.Extension. Ask pupils to write word equations for the reactions. Support for this is 

available in the pupil book.

Special needs. The derivation of the word equation may be above the level of some 

pupils. However, the word equation for combustion can be learned by rote.Extension. Ask 

pupils to research the causes of incomplete combustion and why it is dangerous



Pupil Current levelTarget level


